
CAT NAP



INT. MARK’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Upstairs in the bedroom, NANCY sits bedside MARK on his bed.

He is tucked under the covers, listening to NANCY read to

him from one of his comic books. The room is dimly lit and

MARK appears to already be passing out.

NANCY

(reads)

"You’ll never get away with this,

Dr. Loomis! I’ll stop you from

invading people’s dreams with

your--"

NANCY pauses, glancing over to see MARK passed out beside

her. She puts the comic book down on the side table next to

his bed. From the sound of it, the party is still going on

downstairs. She checks the time on her cellphone, then rests

her head up against the wall, shutting her eyes.

ZOOM IN on NANCY as she falls asleep.

A BEAT passes before the sound of SCRATCHING METAL echoes

into NANCY’s ears. She begins to wimper as the sound grows

louder.

The SCRATCHING abruptly ends.

As if the wall NANCY rests her head against suddenly turned

to latex, a MALE FIGURE pushes through from the other side,

reaching down at her and MARK.

Feeling THE PRESENCE, NANCY turns and opens her eyes. THE

FIGURE draws back, the wall becoming solid. NANCY sits up

and turns her head, looking back at the wall and placing her

hand flat against it.

She looks down at MARK.

At that moment, the bedroom door opens up. In stumbles in an

even drunker GLEN.

NANCY

Ssshhh.

GLEN

(whispers)

What are ya two-timing me with a

SEVEN YEAR OLD?

NANCY smiles, stands and pulls the covers over MARK. She

walks over to GLEN and pecks him on the lips.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

GLEN

The party’s ending. Everyone’s

leaving.

NANCY and GLEN put their arms around each other and walk out

of the room together.

CUT TO:


